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ABSTRACT

Dynamic Graph Neural Networks recently became more and more important as graphs from many
scientific fields, ranging from mathematics, biology, social sciences, and physics to computer sci-
ence, are dynamic by nature. While temporal changes (dynamics) play an essential role in many
real-world applications, most of the models in the literature on Graph Neural Networks (GNN) pro-
cess static graphs. The few GNN models on dynamic graphs only consider exceptional cases of
dynamics, e.g., node attribute-dynamic graphs or structure-dynamic graphs limited to additions or
changes to the graph’s edges, etc. Therefore, we present a novel Fully Dynamic Graph Neural Net-
work (FDGNN) that can handle fully-dynamic graphs in continuous time. The proposed method
provides a node and an edge embedding that includes their activity to address added and deleted
nodes or edges, and possible attributes. Furthermore, the embeddings specify Temporal Point Pro-
cesses for each event to encode the distributions of the structure- and attribute-related incoming
graph events. In addition, our model can be updated efficiently by considering single events for
local retraining.

Keywords Dynamic Graph Neural Network · Dynamic Graphs · Temporal Point Process · Graph Attention · Dynamic
Graph Embedding

1 Introduction

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have become baseline models for learning on structured data in the past years. Many
models have been developed for static graph data that can include structural information into the learning process for
different problems. However, they cannot capture the evolution of a dynamic graph [1], although many real-world
problems require the representations of dynamic changes in the graph data. Furthermore, the GNNs that can handle
dynamics are restricted to specific graph types. More specifically, they can either handle node attribute changes [2],
are restricted to additions of nodes or edges (growing graphs) [3, 4], or can only handle edge-structure dynamics and
node attribute changes [5]. Further examples are provided in [6, 7].

To address the missing possibility of handling deletions of nodes and edges and changing attributes, we introduce a
Fully Dynamic Graph Neural Network (FDGNN) that can handle node and edge additions and deletions and node and
edge attribute changes (dynamic events). The approach of FDGNN is based on the model DyREP [4], which only
handles edge-growing graphs. Thus, FDGNN is an extension of DyREP, including the possibility to process deletions
of nodes and edges and node/edge attribute changes. FDGNN uses a node and edge activation function that captures
the existence of all the nodes/edges in each timestamp. Furthermore, the node/edge embeddings use two attention
mechanisms (self- and neighborhood attention) to gather historical and structural information and application-specific
node/edge attribute embedding functions. A Temporal Point Process (TPP) [8] is used for every dynamic event type

http://arxiv.org/abs/2206.03469v1
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that encodes the graph’s dynamics to enable a continuous-time representation. With every incoming event, the model
is updateable by local retraining, which makes the training procedure efficient.

In this paper, the theoretical development of the FDGNN is proposed. Since the implementation is still in progress,
the experimental results and further optimizations will be available in a second updated version of the paper. The
paper is structured as follows: In §2 the preliminaries are introduced that cover the main definitions used in the paper
and specify which modules are used to incorporate the structure dynamics with activity functions (§2.2), the attribute
dynamics (§2.3) and the continuous-time representation via Temporal Point Processes (§2.4). For better readability we
have included our conventions of notation in §2.5. In §3 the architecture of the proposed FDGNN is introduced which
includes the attention mechanisms, the intensity functions for each event type, and the final embedding functions.
The learning procedure for the model is based on [4] and adapted to the model in §4. The future work and further
discussions can be found in §5. Section §6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

The proposed FDGNN is constructed to process dynamic graphs in continuous-time representation. For this purpose,
it is required to define graph streams, where dynamic events operate on static graph snapshots. The advantage of such
continuous-time representation is the ability to update the GNN model, i.e., the model gets updated with every new
incoming event, and, therefore, no retraining from scratch is required.

2.1 Graph Stream and Graph Snapshot

Given that a static attributed graph is represented as a tuple (V , E , α, β) where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of
edges with attribute functions α : V → A, β : E → B, the following terms are defined accordingly.

Let G = (G0 := (V0, E0, α0, β0),O) be a dynamic graph in continuous-time representation (graph stream), with
static start graph G0 and ok ∈ O being events/observations of the following form:

Event Type Node Event Edge Event
Addition o0 := (v, αv

t , t)add o2 := (e, βe
t , t)add

Deletion o1 := (v, αv
t , t)del o3 := (e, βe

t , t)del

Attribute Change o4 := (v, αv
t , t)atr o5 := (e, βe

t , t)atr

Table 1: Events in a continuous-time representation of a graph.

where v ∈ V≤t :=
⋃

t̂∈[t0,t]
Vt̂ are nodes appearing in G up to timestamp t, and e ∈ E≤t :=

⋃

t̂∈[t0,t]
Et̂ are edges

appearing in G up to timestamp t. Furthermore, αt : Vt → A, βt : Et → B are node and edge attribute functions
where A,B are arbitrary attribute sets, and t ∈ T ⊆ R≥0 are timestamps (abbreviated as αv

t := αt(v) in the event
tuples).

A graph snapshot or graph slice Gt = (Vt, Et, αt, βt) is defined to be the graph that results from G0 incorporating all
the observations within [t0, t].

2.2 Node and Edge Activities

Given that FDGNN should deal with structure-dynamics, the main idea for the node and edge activity function is to
capture which nodes and edges exist at any given time. To not lose the information of deleted nodes or edges, the
output of the activity function for a freshly deleted object is 0. The deletion history is important for the model to learn
the deletion behavior of the graph.

Let for any timestamp t ∈ T and any node or edge x ∈ V ∪ E the timestamp t̄ refer to the timestamp of an event
affecting x right before t. Furthermore, let ot̄(x) be an event at time t̄ that affects the node or edge x ∈ Vt̄ ∪ Et̄, and
ξ : (V ∪ E)× T → {0, 1} be the activity function of nodes and edges at time t > t̄ defined as

ξxt =

{
1, if ot̄(x) ∈ {o0, o2, o4, o5} addition and attribute change events

0, if ot̄(x) ∈ {o1, o3} deletion events (inactivity)

for all x ∈ Vt̄ ∪ Et̄.

The stati of the nodes or edges indicated by the activity are used in the proposed model to determine in which situations
a specific observation can be made, e.g., just existing nodes can be deleted.

2
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2.3 Attribute Embeddings

To incorporate attribute dynamics the idea is to first consider a "node/edge-independent" attribute embedding as for-
malized in Eq. (1). Among other modules introduced later in this paper, the attribute embeddings are used to compute
the final node and edge embeddings separately (cf. Eq. (7), Eq. (8)).

The attribute embedding encodes the dynamic behaviour of the node or edge attribute respectively by considering
the historical transformed embedding vector ut̄(γ) ∈ R

ū and the current embedding vector Z
γ
t ∈ R

z̄ . For attribute
γ ∈ A∪B at timestamp t ∈ T , the embedding ut(γ) ∈ R

ū in a ū-dimensional space is obtained recursively w.r.t. time
by

ut(γ) = M0 ·

(

ut̄(γ)

Z
γ
t

)

+ bu. (1)

The parameters M0 ∈ R
ū×(ū+z̄) and b0 ∈ R

ū are the learnable weight matrix and bias in the FDGNN. The current
embedding vector Z

γ
t is the output from application-specific chosen attribute embedding functions, e.g., CNN’s for

images, text2vec for text [9] etc.

2.4 Temporal Point Process

A set of observations is given in form of a temporal point pattern. Given the set of observations we cannot tell at what
time and in which amount an observation will occur. Especially when it comes to real-world applications, the occur-
rence of the different events can follow complex rules and are not necessarily fully random (e.g., an already deleted
node cannot be deleted again, or a non-existing edge cannot change its attributes). Assuming that an observation is
dependent on the historical point patterns, the underlying process can be modelled by a temporal point process (TPP)
[8]. The term point implies that events only occur at a certain timestamp and thus pose a data point in a time series.
Furthermore, there may be additional information given for the events, as for example the event types k ∈ {0, . . . , 5}
in the definition above, which are called marks in TPP literature. Therefore, only marked TPPs are considered in this
work and simply denoted as TPPs. In addition, we assume here that at each timestamp only one event can occur, which
makes the TPP simple. The consideration of simultaneously occurring events is left for future work.

To model a (marked) temporal point process and to specify the dependency of a present observation at time t on
the history of events Htn for any t > tn, a conditional intensity function can be used. Let f(t|Htn) be the the
conditional density function and F (t|Htn) be its corresponding cumulative distribution function for any t > tn.

For the marked case, let f(k|t) = f(k|t,Ht̄) be the conditional density function1 of event type k, i.e., specifying the
distribution of the event type k given t and the history Ht̄, which now includes information of both times and marks
of past events. Then, the (marked) conditional intensity function is defined in [8] by

λ(k, t) = λ(t)f(k|t) =
f(t, k|Htn)

1− F (t|Htn)
, (2)

where f(t, k|Htn) is the joint density of t and the k, and F (t|Htn) is the conditional cumulative distribution function
of t, both conditional on the past times and event types. λ(t) corresponds to the unmarked conditional intensity
function.

Assuming that no events can occur simultaneously, the marked conditional intensity function can be heuristically
interpreted as the expected number of events occurring at a timestamp given the historical information:

λ(t, k)dt = E[N([t, t+ δt]× k)|Ht], (3)

with a function N([t, t+δt]× k) giving the number of events of type k occurring in the infinitisemal interval [t, t+ δt]
with a time difference δt > 0. Here, the events are discrete and contain events such as addition/deletion of nodes/edges
in 1.

Note that, for events where node or edge attributes are changing (k = 4, 5), two tasks are possible. On the one hand,
considering Eq. (3) the events cover if an attribute is changing, or not. If the attribute sets A and B are metric spaces
the following approach allows modelling the change of an attribute as mark m during an event o4, o5 by

λ(t,m)dt = E[N([t, t+δt]×Bδm(m))|Ht],

where [t, t+δt] is as above and Bδm(m) is an open ball of radius δm around m in the respective attribute spaces.

1In general, if k is a continuous random variable, this is the usual (conditional) density function, but if it is a discrete random
variable, this is its (conditional) probability function.

3
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2.5 Notation

The notation used throughout this work is listed in the following.

N0 natural numbers starting at 0
R≥0 non-negative real numbers

R
k

R vector space of dimension k
|M | number of elements of a set M

M⊤ matrix M transposed
[i, j] closed interval from i to j
⊆ subset
× factor set of two sets
σ sigmoid activation function

In general, we use bold capital letters for matrices, such as A, bold small type letters for vectors such as a and small
type normal letters for scalars or nodes or vectors such as a.

3 Model

In this section the individual parts of the model are introduced, i.e., the self attention and neighborhood attention
modules (§3.1), the embedding function for attributes, nodes and edges (§3.2) and the intensity functions for each
event-type (add/delete node/edge and change node/edge attribute, cf. §3.3).

In what follows, let for any timestamp t ∈ T and any node or edge x ∈ V ∪ E the timestamp t̄ refer to the timestamp
of an event affecting x right before t.

3.1 Attention Mechanisms

There are two attention mechanisms defined in the following: self-attention and neighborhood attention. These atten-
tions are used for the embedding computation in Section 3.2 via weighting the historical information of a node/edge
and the neighborhood information in the update, and therefore to improve the explainability of the model.

Self-Attention The self-attention takes for each node/edge its historical behavior into account by using the activity
status of the current timestamp t and the one right beforehand t̄. Furthermore, a similarity between the attributes of
the two timestamps is considered. Moreover, the attention is normalized by the attentions of all known timestamps
before.

The self-attention is defined for all x ∈ (Vt ∩ Vt̄) ∪ (Et ∩ Et̄) as

pxt =
exp

(
ξxt · ξx

t̄
· τ̄xt
)

∑

ti∈T

exp(ξxti · ξ
x
t̄i
· τ̄xti)

(4)

using a similarity function between the two attribute embeddings u from Eq. (1) given by

τ̄xt =

{
sim(ut(α

x
t ),ut̄(α

x
t̄
)), if x ∈ Vt ∩ Vt̄

sim(ut(β
x
t ),ut̄(β

x
t̄
)), if x ∈ Et ∩ Et̄.

(5)

for x being a node or an edge respectively. The similarity function sim can be an arbitrary similarity measure, as, e.g.,
the cosine similarity used in [10].

Neighborhood Attention The neighborhood attention takes for each node/edge the activity of its neighborhood
from the previous timestamp into account. It respects the active nodes and edges within its direct neighborhood
and the corresponding edge attributes. With a similarity measure used on edge attributes, the focus is set on similar
attributes.

Let ui ∈ N (v) := {u | ∃ e ∈ E : u, v ∈ e} for i = 0, . . . , |N (v)| be the neighbors of node v. The attention for a node
v and a neighbor ui is determined by their activities and the activity of the connecting edge, together with a similarity

4
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measure between the two node attribute embeddings2, as in (5). Then, the attention is normalized by the attentions of
all neighbors of v and is determined by

q
{v,ui}
t =

exp
(

ξvt · ξui

t · ξ
{ui,v}
t · τ

{ui,v}
t

)

∑

m∈N (v)

exp(ξmt · ξvt · ξ
{m,v}
t · τ

{m,v}
t )

. (6)

3.2 Embeddings

To incorporate attribute dynamics the idea is to first consider a "node/edge-independent" attribute embedding
(cf. Eq. (1)) and compute the node/edge embeddings (cf. Eq. (7), Eq. (8)) using the attribute embeddings, the lo-
cal neighborhood information and attentions according to Eq. (6) and Eq. (4). In Section §3.3 the intensity functions
of the node and edge embeddings are processed to obtain models for the temporal behavior of the graph events.

Node Embeddings The node embedding consists of four additive components. The first is the local embedding prop-
agation scheme that cumulates the neighborhood node embeddings and attributes embeddings. The second summand
describes a self-propagation component that propagates the node’s embedding from the timestamp before being multi-
plied by a self-attention factor. In the third component, the exogenous drive includes the time difference between the
timestamps of the current event and the one beforehand that takes temporal dependencies into account. Moreover, the
last component includes the attribute embedding of the node. Summarized, this gives the node embedding determined
by

Z
v(t) = σ




M1hloc(v, t̄)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

loc. embd. prop.

+M2Z
v
t̄ · pvt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

self-prop.

+m3 · (t− t̄)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

exogenous drive

+M4 · ut(α
v
t̄ )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

attribute prop.




 . (7)

The used local embedding propagation scheme is given by

hloc(v, t̄) =
∑

u∈N (v)




 mu

5Z
u
t̄

︸ ︷︷ ︸

neighborhood cum.

+ mu
6ut(α

u
t̄ )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

neighborhood attr. cum.




 · q

{v,u}
t ,

where mu
5 ,m

u
6 ∈ R are learnable weights and pvt , q

{v,u}
t are the attentions according to Eq. (4) and (6).

Edge Embeddings The edge embedding is similar to the node embedding. The only substantial difference is the
choice of the local embedding propagation scheme, which includes the embeddings of the incident nodes, their at-
tributes, and the embedding of the edge attribute. In total, the edge embedding is defined by

Z
u,v(t) = σ




M7hloc(u, v, t̄)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

loc. embd. prop.

+M8Z
u,v

t̄
· p

{u,v}
t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

self-prop.

+m9 · (t− t̄)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

exogenous drive

+M10 · ut(β
u,v

t̄
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

attribute prop.




 (8)

with the local embedding propagation scheme

hloc(u, v, t̄) = m11Z
u
t̄ p

u
t +m12Z

v
t̄ p

v
t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

incident nodes cum.

+m13ut(α
u
t̄ )p

u
t +m14ut(α

v
t̄ )p

v
t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

inc. node attr. cum.

,

where m11,m12,m13,m14 ∈ R are learnable weights and put , p
v
t are the attentions according to Eq. (4).

Remark In case that the activity function of a node or edge x is undefined up to a timestamp t, the initial embedding
only includes the attribute propagation and the local embedding propagation at time t, i.e.,

Z
x(t) = σ




M

′
hloc(x, t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

loc. embd. prop.

+M
′′ · ut(γ

x
t )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

attribute prop.




 .

2In case of knowledge about the edge attributes an additional similarity factor can be added that respects the edge attribute
similarity between the incident edges of v.
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3.3 Intensity Functions/Point Processes of the Events

This section defines the intensity functions that model the temporal behavior of the dynamic events occurring on the
graph. For this purpose, consider the event types ok ∈ O defined in Tab. (1). Such events can be interpreted as
Temporal Point Processes (TPP) that are formalized through an intensity function in the following. For each event
type ok there is a separate intensity function λx

k(t) in use for x ∈ Vt ∪ Et dependent on a timestamp t. The intensity
functions are determined for active nodes and edges, while they are constant 0 if the event can not occur. Thus, each
intensity function models the number of events of a certain type occurring at time t as a function of the graph status at
the timestamp t̄ of the event right before an event at time t.

Let fk be an activation function, Zx
t an attribute embedding of a node or edge x at time t and the matrices W⋆ be

learnable weights. Then, the intensity functions are defined as follows.

Add Node Additions of nodes at timestamp t are possible if and only if the nodes did not exist right before at
timestamp t̄. Therefore, the activity of an existing node is 1 and thus the intensity function of node additions is 0, i.e.,
ξvt = 1 ⇐⇒ λv

0 (t) = 0. Otherwise, the intensity function uses a function of the form W⊤
0 Zv

t that assigns a score to
a node attribute considering the node attribute embedding. Hence, λv

0 (t) is defined as

λv
0 (t) =







f0(W
⊤
0 Z

v
t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

scores attribute

), if (ξvt = 0 ∨ ξvt = ⊥)

0, if (ξvt = 1).

Delete Node For the opposite event, delete node, it is important to switch the cases, i.e., a node can just be deleted
at timestamp t if and only if it existed before in timestamp t̄. The corresponding intensity function is given as

λv
1 (t) =







f1(W
⊤
1 Z

v
t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

scores attribute

), if (ξvt = 1)

0, if (ξvt = 0).

Add Edge Analogously to the addition of nodes, an edge e can only be added when it did not exist the timestamp
before and, additionally, both nodes u, v ∈ e exist. The inner function of the intensity scores the node and edge
attributes, respectively.

λe
2 (t) =







f2



W
⊤
2





Zu
t

Zv
t

Ze
t









︸ ︷︷ ︸

scores node & edge attributes

, if (ξet = 0 ∧ ξut = 1 ∧ ξvt = 1 ∨ ξet = ⊥)

0, if (ξet = 1 ∨ ξut = 0 ∨ ξvt = 0)

Delete Edge The deletion of an edge e with nodes u, v ∈ e will definitely take place, when the edge existed at time
t̄, and at least one of the incident nodes has been deleted. Thus, when the edge does not exist at time t̄, it cannot be

deleted, i.e., λe
3 (t) = 1 ⇐⇒ ξ

(u,v)
t = 1 ∧ (ξut = 0 ∨ ξvt = 0). Otherwise, the inner function of the intensity again

scores the node and edge attributes. All in all, the intensity function to delete edges λ3 is defined by

λe
3 (t) =







f3



W
⊤
3





Zu
t

Zv
t

Ze
t









︸ ︷︷ ︸

scores node & edge attributes

, if (ξet = 1 ∧ ξut = 1 ∧ ξvt = 1)

1, if
(

ξet = 1 ∧ (ξut = 0 ∨ ξvt = 0)
)

0, if (ξet = 0).

6
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Change Node Attributes The attributes of nodes can only change if and only if the node whose attributes are in

consideration exists. In this case a scoring W⊤
4

(
Zv

t

Z
v
t̄

)

is needed that takes the node’s attribute change into account.

λv
4 (t) =







f4

(

W
⊤
4

(
Zv

t

Zv
t̄

))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

scores attribute change

, if (ξvt = 1)

0, if (ξvt = 0).

Change Edge Attributes For a node change event, the edge attribute change requires the existence of an edge at t̄
is not sufficient. Given that an edge e ∈ E cannot exist without the incident nodes u, v ∈ e, the activity status of both
the edge and its incident nodes is required to be 1. First, it is essential to score the events between nodes to ensure
that something is happening on the edge between them. Second, if there is an event happening on the edge, the edge
attributes change is scored. Altogether, the intensity function is defined by

λ
u,v
5 (t) =







f5










W
⊤
5





Zu
t

Zv
t

Ze
t





︸ ︷︷ ︸

scores events between u,v

+ Ŵ
⊤
5

(
Ze

t

Ze
t̄

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

scores edge attribute change










, if (ξet = 1 ∧ ξut = 1 ∧ ξvt = 1)

0, if (ξet = 0 ∨ ξut = 0 ∨ ξvt = 0).

4 Learning Procedure

Depending on the application and the specific dynamic graph dataset, there are different suitable learning procedures,
and only the necessary intensity functions have to be included in the learning. However, if every dynamic event is
present in the observation set O, all the intensity functions have to be used for training and updating the model.

Training The training procedure is done analogously to the training described in [4]. Let λk be the intensity function
corresponding to the event ok ∈ O and x corresponds to the node or edge referred to in ok. Then the model parameters
including the leaarnable weights M⋆,m⋆, and W⋆ from Sec. 3 are learnt by minimizing the negative log likelihood

L := −
∑

ok∈O

log (λx
k(t)) +

T∫

0

Λ(δ) dδ, (9)

where

Λ(δ) =
∑

x∈Vδ∪Eδ

5∑

k=0

λx
k(δ)

represents the total probability for all events including also those that did not occur in the current timestamp (which is
referred to as survival probability).

To keep the training effort low and not to optimize L w.r.t. all events at once, mini-batch stochastic gradient descent
can be utilized together with sampling techniques to approximate the integral3. Furthermore, the training is conducted
in the Back Propagation Through Time (BPTT) manner. Assuming that several intensity functions share the weights
independently from each other and can thus be computed in parallel, the training can be further accelerated.

Model Update The model can be updated with the aid of an event by applying the mini-batch stochastic gradient
descent on the negative log likelihood (9) by only considering the event and the affected nodes or edges. This local
retraining approach minimizes the update effort as only a small subset of the parameters from the intensity functions
have to be touched.

3For example, Monte Carlo approximation.

7
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5 Discussion and Future Work

The proposed FDGNN model provides opportunities for further development. In the following, the model’s generativ-
ity, explainability, and generalization are briefly discussed.

Generative Attribute Embedding When it comes to the forecast of new nodes or edges and their attributes, the
attribute embedding in Eq. (1) has to be generative. Therefore, a generative model has to be selected concerning the
application carefully.

Explainability GNNs are called explainable if the model outputs an explanation for the predicted result or reasoning
that can be inferred based on the model architecture. In the future, the goal is to make the fully dynamic model more
explainable to simplify the application of the model for real-world problems. For this purpose, it is necessary to include
more components in the architecture that improve explanations for the model output considering the input graphs. For
the beginning, the attention mechanisms (cf. §3.1) allow for a better understanding of the model’s behavior.

Definite Deletions vs. Inactivity Furthermore, the activity function from Section 2.2 will be extended to the consid-
eration of definite deletions, in addition to activities and inactivities of nodes and edges. Thereby, nodes and edges
lose the possibility to occur again in the graph.

More complex graph types The structural graph properties of the dynamic graphs in this paper are rather elementary
so that the FDGNN can be extended to more complex dynamical graph structures in the future. Given the results in
[11], every graph type can be transformed into another graph type without any loss of information. The fact that
the FDGNN model can handle undirected attributed dynamic graphs, together with the transformation costs of graph
types [11] advocates for the transformation of any more complex graph types into an undirected attributed graph, due
to memory savings, with subsequent application of FDGNN. However, the question remains plausible if a proper
extension, e.g., to dynamic hypergraphs, would be more efficient than applying FDGNN after a graph transformation.
A realization of such could be done by using the incidence matrix (instead of the adjacency matrix) and extending the
intensity functions in §3.3 to more than two involved nodes.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes a Fully Dynamic Graph Neural Network (FDGNN) that can handle structure- and attribute dy-
namics. I.e., node and edge attributes can change over time, and node and edge additions and deletions are supported.
The approach of FDGNN is based on the model DyRep [4], which only handles edge-growing graphs. The proposed
model can thus be seen as an extension of DyRep to other dynamic graph properties.

FDGNN models the temporal behavior of the structural dynamics of graphs with the aid of an activity function and
temporal point processes formalized by intensity functions. To incorporate the attribute dynamics, different intensi-
ties are defined that catch the dynamics of the node and edge attributes. The constructed node and edge embeddings
used for the intensities include the local neighborhood and historical information, the exogenous drive, and the cor-
responding attributes. Furthermore, the utilization of attention mechanisms for the neighborhood and the historical
information provides the first step towards an explainable model.

Assuming that several intensities share their weights and others are computationally unrelated, the computation can be
done in parallel, and the learning phase can be reduced. Furthermore, the update of the model is efficient due to using
only one event and the corresponding nodes or edges for local retraining.
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